Sports Update

Golf 11-1; track in GBCs

GOLF - The MIT golf team is enjoying an exceptional year with an 11-1 record, thus far being only to Harvard. The Engineers defeated Bowdoin, Tufts, and WPI last Thursday with a team total of 409. Ned Emerson '81 led the squad with a first round of 77. Captain Doug Paragon '80 fired a three-over-par 75 on the 18th to lead MIT to victories over Bates and Middlebury. The team completes competition in the New England's today at New Seabury, MA.

TRACK - MIT placed fifth in seven schools at the Greater Boston Championships at BC this weekend. Colin Kerwin '82 placed third in the 3,000-meter run with a new MIT record time of 14:38.5. Paul Neves '83 also set a new MIT record with a second place time of 15:51.9 in the 800; Jeff Lakas '82 finished fifth with a 1:53:18 in the same race.

Tech drops slugfest

(Continued from page 8) around, collecting three consecutive singles, scoring four runs to give Nichols a 15-11 lead, which held up as MIT could not push across a run in their half of the events.

Commenting on the season so far, Clun said that her squad had played an extremely tough schedule so far, facing teams such as Stonehill, a Division III school, and Division III powerhouse Fitchburg. Despite being a young team (three of the four infield starters on Saturday are playing their first year), Clun feels her team can play with anybody, but errors continually plague the squad. On the positive side, the team's hitting has come around, as MIT has scored 35 runs in their last two games (The Engineers defeated Emmanuel, 20-11 on Thursday). MIT closes a five-game home stand today against SE Massachusetts at 3:30pm, and hopefully the Engineers can show the ability to put a team away when they have to, something which was sorely needed on Saturday afternoon.

The S.C.C wishes to express our appreciation to Mark Karlen and the brothers of ΚΕΦ and to Carl Awei and the brothers of ΣΦΕ for their help during the Kaleidoscope picnic. We would also like to express our thanks to Wett Croney and Finance Board. Thank you for helping make the picnic a success!

CALL HENNY YOUNGMAN FOR A LITTLE WRY HUMOR

Henny's cousin, Lambert, insists that he didn't want to marry his wife for her money...but he didn't know how else to get it . To hear more wry humor from Henny Youngman, brought to you by Jim Beam Rye, dial 800/621-7783.

DOS EQUIS

LIVE THE DOS EQUIS XXPERIENCE!

DOS EQUIS

The Uncommon Import.
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Guennette and the NECCO Garden

A May Day Celebration

Thursday May 1, 1980

Killian Court

10:00 am - Noon: Come help lay out 40,000 NECCO wafers with artists Martha Schwartz and Peter Walker.
2:00: Dedication of Guennette, a sculpture by Michael Hizer.
3:00: The NECCO Garden becomes edible. Ultimate frisbee, Refreshments, Ice Cream.

Sponsored by the Committee of the Visual Arts and the UA.